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Recent evidence suggests that object surfaces and their properties are represented at early stages in the visual system of primates. Most
likely invariant surface properties are extracted to endow primates with robust object recognition capabilities. In real-world scenes, lumi-
nance gradients are often superimposed on surfaces. We argue that gradients should also be represented in the visual system, since they
encode highly variable information, such as shading, focal blur, and penumbral blur. We present a neuronal architecture which was
designed and optimized for segregating and representing luminance gradients in real-world images. Our architecture in addition provides
a novel theory for Mach bands, whereby corresponding psychophysical data are predicted consistently.
 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Luminance gradients on object surfaces constitute the
integral elements of real-world scenes. We deﬁne luminance
gradients generally as smooth variations in intensity, in
contrast to surface edges showing step-like changes. Lumi-
nance gradients may be engendered, for instance, through
(i) curvature of object surfaces causing intensity variations
(shading), (ii) the limited depth-of-ﬁeld representation of
the eye’s passive optics (focal blur), which leads to blurring
of objects which are not in the ﬁxation plane, and (iii) soft
shadows (penumbral blur) (Elder & Zucker, 1998).
Visual objects are composed of object surfaces. Object
recognition involves segregation of these surfaces from
scene content, and their neuronal representation in the
visual system (e.g., Kinoshita & Komatsu, 2001; Komatsu,
Murakami, & Kinoshita, 1996; MacEvoy, Kim, & Parad-
iso, 1998; Rossi, Rittenhouse, & Paradiso, 1996). However,0042-6989/$ - see front matter  2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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E-mail address: mats@cvc.uab.es (M.S. Keil).neuronal representations are not simply luminance values
as measured by retinal photoreceptors. In that case, for
example, changes in physical illumination would cause sig-
niﬁcant changes in neuronal activity, and object recogni-
tion would strongly depend on illumination. Everyday
experience tells us that this is clearly not the case: any
object can equally be recognized under bright sunlight,
and dim candle light, or whether or not a shadow is casted
on it; in all, a profound invariance against illumination
conditions is achieved. To realize robust object recognition,
the visual system extracts invariant scenic features, such as
color or lightness. Speciﬁcally, lightness constancy refers to
the observation that perceived surface reﬂectance does not
vary with illumination (e.g., Adelson, 2000), a property
which is already established at an early neuronal level of
surface processing (MacEvoy & Paradiso, 2001). The latter
indicates that for the processing of surfaces, luminance gra-
dients are attenuated, To avoid spatial variations of surface
representations with illumination, shadows, etc. (‘‘dis-
counting the illuminant,’’ Grossberg & Todorovic´, 1988;
Land, 1977).
1 A multi-scale representation of smooth intensity variations which has a
structure similar to the gradient system would comprise a subdivision in a
ﬁne-scale, and a pool that contains all scales with lower resolution.
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nance gradient. The occurrence of these highlights depends
on surface curvature. Moving an object normally changes
the positions of specular highlights at its surfaces, which
should interfere with lightness constancy. Yet, this seems
not to be the case: the specular component of reﬂectance
is segregated from the diﬀuse one, and lightness is deter-
mined by the diﬀuse component of surface reﬂectance
(Todd, Norman, & Mingolla, 2004).
The aforementioned examples suggest that the visual
system suppresses luminance gradients for surface process-
ing (Biedermann & Ju, 1988; Marr & Nishihara, 1978). But
information on luminance gradients is unlikely to be fully
discarded: for example, highlights provide information
about object shape (Lehky & Sejnowski, 1988; Ramachan-
dran, 1988; Todd, 2003), and motion in the presence
of specular highlights improves ‘‘shape-from-shading’’
(Norman, Todd, & Orban, 2004). Luminance gradients
were also shown to be involved in the representation of
surface texture (Hanazawa & Komatsu, 2001).
Brieﬂy summarizing, most luminance gradients do not
interfere with lightness constancy, and it seems that the
visual system uses them for computing diﬀerent properties
(rather than discarding corresponding information). These
properties include both object properties (such as shape),
but also scene properties (such as information about illumi-
nation sources). Taken together, this is considered as evi-
dence that the processing of surfaces and gradients is
segregated at an early level in the visual system, implying
a neural representation for luminance gradients, which
coexists with surface representations. Interactions between
both representations may occur in a dynamic fashion, and
can be brought about by higher level or attentional
mechanisms to increase robustness for object recognition.
Gradient representations can be considered as a further
low-level stimulus dimension, comparable with, for exam-
ple, feature orientation (as represented by orientation
maps). Just like the early representations of surfaces, gradi-
ent representations should interact with brightness and
lightness perception, respectively, and should be inﬂuenced
by other stimulus dimensions (e.g., depth information).
However, at this level, neither surfaces nor gradients are
associated yet with speciﬁc object representations.
How are luminance gradients processed in other models
for brightness or lightness perception? We brieﬂy consider
multi-scale approaches and ﬁlling-in-based models. In mul-
ti-scale approaches, luminance gradients are encoded in the
responses of large-scale ﬁlters (e.g. Koenderink & van
Doorn, 1978; Koenderink & van Doorn, 1982; du Buf,
1994; du Buf & Fischer, 1995; Blakeslee & McCourt,
1997; Blakeslee & McCourt, 1999; Blakeslee & McCourt,
2001). Typically, band-pass ﬁlters are used in these
approaches to decompose a given luminance distribution.
Since brightness (and lightness) predictions are generated
by superimposing all ﬁlter responses across scales, multi-
scale models encode information about surfaces and
smooth luminance gradients in one single representation(unless further mechanisms act to explicitly distinguish
between surface and gradient information). In other words,
typical multi-scale approaches mix information about sur-
faces and smooth gradients.
Filling-in models address the problem of ‘‘discounting
the illuminant’’ (Grossberg & Todorovic´, 1988; Land,
1977). To this end, information at sharp luminance discon-
tinuities is used to interpolate surface appearance by means
of a spatially isotropic diﬀusion mechanism (‘‘ﬁlling-in,’’
e.g., Grossberg & Todorovic´, 1988; Grossberg & Pessoa,
1998; Grossberg & Howe, 2003; Kelly & Grossberg,
2000; Neumann, 1996; Pessoa & Ross, 2000). Since it has
been pointed out that ﬁlling-in mechanisms eﬀectively
would average-out luminance gradients (Paradiso &
Nakayama, 1991), mechanisms were proposed which allow
for representations of luminance gradients (Pessoa, Mingo-
lla, & Neumann, 1995; see also Grossberg & Mingolla,
1987). However, the latter implies again a mixed represen-
tation of surfaces and gradients, as it is the case for the
‘‘traditional’’ multi-scale approaches (as mentioned above).
As a solution to the amalgamation of information about
surfaces and gradients, we propose a two-dimensional (i.e.,
monocular) architecture for the segmentation and repre-
sentation of smooth luminance gradients, called gradient
system, consistent with neurophysiological data and bio-
physical mechanisms, respectively.
With the gradient system we address the problem of how
to detect, segregate and represent luminance gradients at
an early level in the visual system, given foveal (i.e., high
resolution) retinal responses. This problem exists because
luminance gradients often extend over distances which
may exceed several times the receptive ﬁeld sizes of foveal
ganglion cells. As opposed to multi-scale approaches, the
gradient system constitutes a mechanism to extract and
represent more global properties (luminance gradients) of
visual scenes by analyzing strictly local information (foveal
retinal responses). In this way a high spatial accuracy is
preserved in gradient representations, as opposed to repre-
senting gradients in responses of large ﬁlter kernels (e.g.,
Gabor wavelets, Gabor, 1946).1 We will see below that
by proceeding in this way we can successfully predict psy-
chophysical data on Mach bands, and, with the same set
of parameter values, segregate luminance gradients from
real-world images.
2. Formulation of the gradient system
The gradient system presented below is an improved
version of the approach developed in Keil (2003) and Keil,
Cristo´bal, and Neumann (2003). It consists of two subsys-
tems. The ﬁrst subsystem detects gradient evidence in a giv-
en luminance distribution L. The second subsystem
generates perceived gradient representations by means of
luminance
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Fig. 1. Diagram of the gradient system. The ‘o’ (‘•’) superscript stands for
brightness (darkness) activity, and superscript numbers indicate stages.
Horizontal arrows inside the boxes denote diﬀusion (Eq. (2); g1o and g1•
and Eq. (7); g(5)), all other arrows indicate excitation. Inhibitory
interactions are indicated by minus signs at line terminals. The ﬁrst
subsystem is deﬁned by variables g1o, g1•–g4o, g4• (i.e., stages 1–4). The
second subsystem corresponds to g(5) (i.e., stage 5).
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main computational stages of our architecture are shown
in Fig. 1. For mathematical convenience all stages of the
ﬁrst subsystem were allowed to reach their steady state.2
This is to say that we deﬁne L such that oLij(t)/ot = 0,
where (i, j) are spatial indices, and t denotes time. In all
simulations, black was assigned the intensity L = 0, and
white L = 1. Responses of all cells are presumed to repre-
sent average ﬁring rates. Model parameters were adjusted
such that good gradient segmentations with a set of real-
world images were obtained before the psychophysical data
on Mach bands were simulated. The exact parameter val-
ues are not signiﬁcant for the model’s performance, as long
as they stay within the same order of magnitude. Our mod-
el is minimally complex in the sense that each equation and
parameter, respectively, is crucial to arrive at our
conclusions.
2.1. Retinal stage
The retina is the ﬁrst stage in processing luminance
information. We assume that the cortex has only access
to responses of the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN), and
treat the LGN as relaying retinal responses. We also
assume that any residual DC part in the retinal responses
is discounted (see Neumann, 1994, 1996; Pessoa et al.,
1995; Rossi & Paradiso, 1999).3 No additional informa-
tion, such as large ﬁlter scales, or an ‘‘extra luminance
channel’’ (i.e., low-pass information), is used (cf. Burt &2 When simulating dynamic perception in real-time, however, then
model stages can no longer be expected to reach a steady state.
3 With ‘‘retinal responses’’ we refer to high resolution contrast
information available from the LGN.Adelson, 1983; du Buf, 1992; du Buf & Fischer, 1995; Neu-
mann, 1994, 1996; Pessoa et al., 1995). Ganglion cell
responses to a luminance distribution L are computed
under the assumption of space-time separability (Rodieck,
1965; Wandell, 1995), where we assumed a constant tempo-
ral term by deﬁnition. Notice that ganglion cell responses
generally are not space-time separable: with increasing tem-
poral frequencies, responses changing from band-pass to
more low-pass, due to the loss of spatial antagonism (see,
e.g., Meister & Berry, 1999; Kaplan & Benardete, 2001,
with references). The receptive ﬁeld structure of our gangli-
on cells approximates a Laplacian (Marr & Hildreth,
1980), with center activity C and surround activityS. Cen-
ter width is one pixel, hence Cij  Lij. Surround activity is
computed by convolving L with a 3 · 3 kernel with zero
weight in the center, exp(1)/c for the four nearest neigh-
bors, and exp(2)/c for the four diagonal neighbors. The
constant c is chosen such that the kernel integrates to one.
Our kernel of the center-surround ﬁeld essentially corre-
sponds to a high-pass ﬁlter, and models the fact that in the
human fovea cones and midget bipolar cells connect in a
one-to-one ratio, as do midget ganglion cells with midget
bipolars (e.g., see Kaplan, Lee, & Shapley, 1990, and
references).
Retinal responses are evaluated at steady-state of
Eq. (1). Parameters gleak = 1, Vrest = 0, and g
ðsiÞ
ij denote
the leakage conductance, the resting potential, and self-in-
hibition, respectively. E0cent and E
0
surr are gain constants for
the center and surround, respectively
dV ijðtÞ
dt
¼ gleakðV rest  V ijÞ þ E0centCij þ E0surrSij
þ gðsiÞij ðEsi  V ijÞ: ð1Þ
Self-inhibition gðsiÞij  ½E0centCij þ E0surrSijþ with reversal po-
tential Esi = 0 implements the compressive and non-linear
response curve observed in biological X-type cells (Kaplan
et al., 1990), where [Æ]+  max(Æ, 0). From Eq. (1) we obtain
two types of retinal responses, where one is selective for
luminance increments (ON-type), and the other for lumi-
nance decrements (OFF-type). ON-cell responses
xij  ½V ijþ are obtained by setting E0cent ¼ 1 and
E0surr ¼ 1, and OFF-cell responses xij  ½V ijþ by
E0cent ¼ 1 and E0surr ¼ 1.
For generating gradient representations having the same
spatial layout as luminance, ON- and OFF-cells situated at
(blurred) luminance edges should have equal response
amplitudes (see Section 2.3). Eq. (1) has this property,
but with similar models which are often used as front-end
processing in modeling brightness perception, OFF-ampli-
tudes are always bigger than associated ON-amplitudes4
(e.g., Gove, Grossberg, & Mingolla, 1995; Grossberg &
Todorovic´, 1988; Kelly & Grossberg, 2000; Neumann,4 Associated responses are responses that ‘‘belong together,’’ i.e., they
were generated by a given luminance feature (such as an edge, a line or a
bar).
Fig. 2. Two types of luminance gradients. Left: A sine wave grating is an example of a non-linear gradient. Graphs (columns for a ﬁxed row number) show
luminance L (big and grey curves), corresponding retinal ON-responses x (small and dark curves) and OFF-responses x (small and bright curves).
Right: A ramp is an example of a linear gradient. At the ‘‘knee points,’’ where the luminance ramp meets the bright and dark luminance plateau,
respectively, Mach bands are perceived (Mach, 1865). Mach bands are illusory overshoots in brightness (label ‘‘bright’’) and darkness (‘‘dark’’) at
positions indicated by the arrows.
5 ‘‘Fixpoint iteration’’ refers to solving the steady-state form by iterating
it. We compared ﬁxpoint iteration with numerical integration by Euler’s
method, and an explicit fourth order Runge-Kutta scheme (Dt = 0.75). We
obtained the same results with all methods.
2662 M.S. Keil et al. / Vision Research 46 (2006) 2659–26741996; Pessoa et al., 1995 see Neumann, 1994 for a mathe-
matical treatment). This diﬀerence in amplitudes is due to
center and surround normalizing responses, whereas in
Eq. (1) normalization is due to self-inhibition.
2.2. Subsystem I—gradient detection
Retinal ganglion cell responses provide the input into
the detection subsystem. The underlying idea of detecting
luminance gradients is as follows. Consider a localized
luminance transition (e.g., a step edge) where center-
surround processing generates juxtaposed ON- and
OFF-responses. Responses to blurred luminance features,
on the other hand, are either spatially extended with maxi-
ma occurring well separated (see left graph in Fig. 2 and
Neumann, 1994), or with isolated responses occurring at
distant grid positions (right graph in Fig. 2). This leads
to the notion that luminance gradients can be detected by
suppressing adjacent associated retinal responses, while at
the same time enhancing spatially separated and associated
ON/OFF-responses. To not overly increase our model’s
complexity, we do not perform this detection by an analysis
over orientation channels. However, incorporation of a
full-ﬂedged boundary detection stage in combination with
grouping mechanisms may give improved results (Gove
et al., 1995; Grossberg, Mingolla, & Williamson, 1995;
Mingolla, Ross, & Grossberg, 1999; Sepp & Neumann,
1999). We instead assume a continuum of model cells
approximating responses of a pool of oriented complex
cells. Retinal responses occurring close together, or
non-gradients, are detected by multiplicative interactions
between retinal channels in Eq. (2). The leakage conduc-
tance gleak = 0.35 speciﬁes the spatial extent of lateral
voltage spread (cf. right graph in Fig. 8, and Benda, Bock,
Rujan, & Ammermu¨ller, 2001). The parameter Eex = 1 is
the excitatory reversal potential, and $2 denotes the Lapla-
cian, which models voltage spread over several adjacent
cells (at the domain boundaries, points of the Laplaciankernel addressing outside grid coordinates were discarded,
and the Laplacian was re-normalized):
dg1oij ðtÞ
dt
¼ gleakg1oij þ xij 1þ g1ij
 
Eex  g1oij
 
þr2g1oij ;
dg1ij ðtÞ
dt
¼ gleakg1ij þ xij 1þ g1oij
 
Eex  g1ij
 
þr2g1ij .
ð2Þ
(Throughout the paper, the ‘o’ superscript indicates activi-
ty which corresponds to perceived brightness, ‘•’ stands for
perceived darkness, and superscript numbers indicate the
respective stage in the model hierarchy).
Excitatory input into both diﬀusion layers is provided
by two sources. The ﬁrst source is the output of retinal cells
x and x, respectively. Their activities propagate laterally
in each respective layer. If the input is caused by non-gra-
dients (i.e., sharply bounded luminance features), then in
the end the activities of both diﬀusion layers spatially over-
lap. This situation is captured by multiplicative interaction
between both layers, and provides the second excitatory
input (terms xij g
1
ij and x

ij g
1o
ij , respectively). Thus, multipli-
cative interaction leads to mutual ampliﬁcation of activity
in both diﬀusion layers at non-gradient positions. Eq. (2)
were ﬁxpoint-iterated 50 times at steady state.5 Finally,
the activity of (g1o, g1•P 0 for all values of t)
gð2Þij ¼ g1oij  g1ij ð3Þ
correlates with non-gradient features at position (i, j) (see
Gabbiani, Krapp, Koch, & Laurent, 2002 for a biophysical
mechanism of multiplication). By means of g(2) we can sup-
press those retinal responses which were not generated by
luminance gradients: non-gradient suppression is brought
luminance retina non-gradients gradient responses
A B C D
Fig. 3. Subsystem I stages. Visualization of individual stages for an un-blurred image (top row, slightly contrast-enhanced to improve visualization), and a
Gaussian blurred image (r = 2 pixels, bottom row). (A) ‘‘Luminance’’ shows the input (both L in [0,1]), (B) ‘‘retina’’ shows the output of Eq. (1) (x [x]
activity corresponds to lighter [darker] grey), (C) ‘‘non-gradients’’ shows the output of Eq. (3) (numbers denote maximum activity). Finally (D) ‘‘gradient
responses’’ shows the output of Eq. (4). Images were normalized individually to achieve a better visualization.
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retinal responses by means of gradient neurons
(gleak = 0.75, Eex = 1, and Ein = 1):
dg3oij ðtÞ
dt
¼ gleakg3oij þ xij Eex  g3oij
 
þ ginij Ein  g3oij
 
;
dg3ij ðtÞ
dt
¼ gleakg3ij þ xij Eex  g3ij
 
þ ginij Ein  g3ij
 
.
ð4Þ
These equations are evaluated at steady-state. Their respec-
tive output ~g3o and ~g3 is computed by means of an activity-
dependent threshold H  1:75 	 hgð2Þij i, where the operator
hÆi computes the average value over all spatial indices (i, j):
~g3oij ¼
g3oij if g
3o
ij > H;
0 otherwise

ð5Þ
~g3 is computed in an analogous way. Activity-dependent
thresholding represents an adaptational mechanism at net-
work level (similar to the quenching threshold of Gross-
berg, 1983). Here, it reduces responses to ‘‘spurious’’
gradient features.6 The formulation of H was adopted for
simplicity—results do not change in a signiﬁcant way when
computing the threshold over a large but conﬁned region.
To eliminate residual non-gradient features, adjacent
responses ~g3o and ~g3 are subjected to mutual inhibition.
This is accomplished by the operator AðaijÞ, which per-
forms a convolution of aij with a kernel having ones at
positions of the four nearest neighbors of aij, and is zero
elsewhere. The operator serves to implement a competition
between the center aij and its surround AðaijÞ:6 These are erroneous gradients that would ‘‘survive’’ for H = 0, as
obtained for instance with a Craik-O’Brien Cornsweet luminance proﬁle.~g4oij ¼ ~g3o A ~g3ij
 h iþ
;
~g4ij ¼ ~g3 A ~g3oij
 h iþ
;
ð6Þ
deﬁnes the output of the ﬁrst subsystem, where ~g4o repre-
sents gradient brightness, and ~g4 gradient darkness. Results
for some stages are shown in Fig. 3 with a real-world
image.
This output by itself cannot give rise yet to gradient per-
cepts, since, for example, ~g4o and ~g4 responses to a lumi-
nance ramp do not correspond to human perception (see
Fig. 2, right). Although no responses of Eqs. (1) and (6),
respectively, are obtained along the ramp, humans never-
theless perceive a brightness gradient there. This observa-
tion leads to the proposal of a second subsystem, where
perceived gradient representations are generated by means
of a novel diﬀusion paradigm (clamped diﬀusion).
2.3. Subsystem II—gradient generation
Luminance gradients in real-world images can generally
be subdivided into two classes. These are displayed in
Fig. 2 together with their corresponding retinal ganglion cell
responses, as computed from Eq. (1). Retinal ganglion cells
do not respond to luminance gradients with constant slope
(linear gradients), but only to luminance regionswith varying
slope (non-linear gradients). Consequently, non-zero gangli-
on cell responses for a luminance ramp are obtained only at
the ‘‘knee-points’’ where the luminance ramp meets the pla-
teaus. In contrast, ganglion cell responses smoothly follow a
sine wave modulated luminance function.
Thus, we have to explicitly generate a gradient in per-
ceived activity in the case of a linear luminance gradient,
2664 M.S. Keil et al. / Vision Research 46 (2006) 2659–2674since these are discounted by the retina (Fig. 2, right). Con-
versely, a gradient representation for a non-linear lumi-
nance gradient should preserve the retinal activity pattern
(Fig. 2, left). A representation for a linear luminance gradi-
ent can be created by establishing an activity ﬂow between
the ON- and the OFF-response as follows. The ON-re-
sponse deﬁnes a source which actively produces activity,
and the OFF-response deﬁnes a sink which annihilates
activity. Since activity is free to diﬀuse between sources
and sinks, smooth gradients will form. The generation
and representation of both linear and non-linear luminance
gradients is realized by the clamped diﬀusion equation,
which is supposed to model perceived gradients at some
primary cortical level
dgð5Þij ðtÞ
dt
¼ gleakgð5Þij þ cgð2Þij Ein  gð5Þij
 
þ ~g4oij þ xij|ﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
source
0
B@
1
CA ~g4ij þ xij|ﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
sink
0
B@
1
CAþr2gð5Þij ; ð7Þ
where gleak = 0.0025. Shunting inhibition (Ein = 0) with
strength c = 250 exerted by non-gradient features gð2Þij im-
proves the spatial accuracy of gradient representations.
Eq. (7) was solved by ﬁxpoint iteration at steady state
(see footnote 5).
A brightness source (or equivalently darkness sink) is
deﬁned as retinal ON-activity x enhanced by gradient
brightness ~g4o. Likewise, a darkness source (brightness
sink) is deﬁned by OFF-activity x enhanced by gradient
darkness ~g4. With ‘‘clamped’’ we refer to that sources
and sinks do not change their strength during the dynamics
of Eq. (7).
Perceived darkness is represented by negative values of
g(5), and perceived brightness by positive values. In other
words, g(5) already expresses perceived gradient activity
(‘‘perceptual activity’’), thus making a thresholding opera-
tion for g(5) redundant. The resting potential of Eq. (7) isFig. 4. State of Eq. (7) at diﬀerent times. Images show the perceptual activity g
respective stimuli, a non-linear gradient (a sine-wave grating), and two linear
luminance gradients are only ampliﬁed but not explicitly generated, hence ther
gradient representation.zero, and is identiﬁed here with the perceptual Eigengrau
value—the perceived gray reported by subjects after their
stabilized retinal image has faded (Gerrits, 1979; Gerrits,
de Haan, & Vendrik, 1966; Gerrits & Vendrik, 1970). In
a biophysically realistic scenario, Eq. (7) has to be replaced
by two equations, one for describing perceived brightness,
and another for perceived darkness (see Keil, 2006, for
more details).
A monotonic and continuous mapping between lumi-
nance and perceived gradient representations is achieved
in Eq. (7) by three interacting mechanisms—(i) the leakage
conductance gleak, (ii) shunting inhibition (Ein = 0) by non-
gradient features, and (iii) diﬀusion which brings about an
activity ﬂux between sources and sinks. Shunting inhibition
by non-gradient features can be conceived as locally
increasing the leakage conductance at positions of sharply
bounded luminance features. In total, Eq. (7) achieves gra-
dient segregation by two mechanisms, namely by selective
enhancement of retinal activity originating from luminance
gradients, and by simultaneous suppression of non-gradient
features (e.g., luminance steps).
3. Model predictions
By deﬁnition in all graphs of the paper, negative values
represent perceived darkness activity, and positive values
perceived brightness activity. In the images shown, per-
ceived brightness (darkness) corresponds to brighter (dark-
er) levels of grey.
3.1. Linear and non-linear gradients
Fig. 4 shows snapshots of perceptual activities g(5) at dif-
ferent times for a non-linear gradient (sine wave grating)
and two linear gradients (a triangular-shaped luminance
proﬁle or triangular grating, and a luminance ramp). With
the linear luminance gradients, a gradient in perceived
activity has to be generated starting from clamped sources(5), with numbers indicating elapsed time steps. Images luminance show the
gradients (a triangular-shaped grating and a luminance ramp). Non-linear
e exists no visible diﬀerence between the original sine wave grating and its
M.S. Keil et al. / Vision Research 46 (2006) 2659–2674 2665and sinks. Clamped sources and sinks are visible at the ﬁrst
iteration in Fig. 4: as one bright and two dark lines for the
triangular wave, and as a dark and a bright line for the
luminance ramp. Since these lines are salient throughout
the construction of the perceived gradient (cf. images at
subsequent iterations), we may call them overshoots.
Hence, according to the gradient system, Mach bands
and the Mach band-like stripes associated with a triangular
luminance proﬁle are generated by the same neural mecha-
nism, namely overshoots in perceptual activity when con-
structing a linear luminance gradient. This result is
consistent with the data of Ross, Morrone, and Burr
(1989), who found similar detection thresholds for Mach
bands and the Mach band-like stripes (see Fig. 5).
The situation is diﬀerent for non-linear luminance gradi-
ents, where the spatial layout of clamped sources and sinks
is equivalent to luminance. Otherwise expressed, already
the ﬁrst iteration contains the full spatial layout of the gra-
dient representation (top row in Fig. 4). This means that
the spatial layout of a representation for a non-linear lumi-
nance gradient does not change with time. The representa-
tion is only ampliﬁed with time, but without causing any
distortions: the gradient representation that is generated
at a higher number of iterations is a linearly scaled version
of the initial representation.
Brieﬂy summarizing, the generation of gradient repre-
sentations for linear luminance gradients is associated
with overshoots. Overshoots occur because of clamped
sources and sinks having a diﬀerent shape than the origi-
nal luminance pattern. With non-linear gradients, the
spatial layout of clamped sources and sinks is the same
as for luminance, and no explicit generation of a gradi-
ent representation takes place. Consequently overshoots
do not exist.
Fig. 6 shows the convergence behavior of Eq. (7) for
both gradient types. A sine wave was used in the left plot
to illustrate the interaction of clamped sources and sinksFig. 5. Perceptual activity for the linear gradients shown with Fig. 4. Images
Graphs show the corresponding proﬁle, that is gð5Þij for i = 64, j = 1. . .128. Stimu
the left graph, and a full contrast ramp (width 16 pixels) for the graph on the
version of luminance, and is therefore not shown.for situations where inhibition by non-gradients is negligi-
ble. As expected, the diﬀerence in initial activities was pre-
served throughout the dynamics for a full contrast grating
and a half contrast grating (both gratings 0.03 cycles per
pixel). However, increasing the spatial frequency of the full
contrast grating to 0.06 cycles per pixel produced a lower
activity level at longer times. This is because an increase
in spatial frequency decreases the separation between
clamped sources and sinks, resulting in an increased ﬂux
between them.
The right graph in Fig. 6 uses a luminance ramp to dem-
onstrate the eﬀect of shunting inhibition by non-gradient
features. Although decreasing the ramp width leads also
to an increased activity ﬂux between clamped sources
and sinks, non-gradient inhibition is nevertheless the dom-
inating eﬀect in establishing the observed convergence
behavior. Large ramp widths (10 pixels) do not trigger
non-gradient inhibition, and even with intermediate ramp
widths (5 pixels) non-gradient inhibition is negligible (cf.
Fig. 8, bottom plot). However, for small ramp widths (2
pixels) non-gradient inhibition decreases long term activity
in a signiﬁcant way.
In summary, peak perceptual activities jg(5)j are deter-
mined by three interacting factors: (i) the initial amplitude
of clamped sources and sinks, (ii) the strength of non-gra-
dient inhibition, and (iii) the spatial separation between
clamped sources and sinks. A direct consequence of this
behavior is that the lower the spatial frequencies of a lumi-
nance pattern, the higher the activities of the corresponding
gradient representation.
3.2. Linear gradients and Mach bands
Within our theory, both Mach bands and the glowing
stripes which are associated with a triangular-shaped lumi-
nance proﬁle occur because the spatial pattern of clamped
sources and sinks is diﬀerent from luminance. Thus, sourc-(insets; 128 · 128 pixel) show the state of Eq. (7) for t = 500 iterations.
li were a full-contrast (luminance values from 0 to 1) triangular grating for
right. The perceptual activity for a sine-wave grating is a linearly scaled
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Fig. 6. Evolution of Eq. (7) with time. Left: Evolution of g(5) for a sine wave grating of diﬀerent contrasts and spatial frequencies at the bright phase
position (see inset; full contrast means that L is scaled to the range 0. . .1). Right: Evolution of g(5) at the position of the bright Mach band for diﬀerent
ramp widths (again, see inset). Note that the ordinates are scaled diﬀerently.
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gradient which is about to form (‘‘overshoots’’). For the
simulation of psychophysical data on Mach bands we aver-
aged the perceptual activity g(5) over rows at the position of
the bright Mach band (activities at the upper and the lower
knee point of the ramp are equal).
Ross et al. (1989), measured Mach band strength as
a function of spatial frequency of a trapezoidal wave
and found a maximal perceived strength at some inter-
mediate frequency (‘‘inverted-U’’ behavior, Fig. 7). Both
narrow and wide ramps decreased the visibility of Mach
bands, and Mach bands were hardly seen or not visible
at all with luminance steps. Fig. 8 shows that the gradi-
ent system predicts this ‘‘inverted-U’’ behavior. Non-Fig. 7. Threshold contrasts for seeing light (left) and dark (right) Mach bands
et al., 1989. The t values speciﬁes the ratio of ramp width to period (varying f
estimated from spatial frequencies by ﬁrst deﬁning a maximum display size of 2
each spatial frequency and t value, the original stimulus wave form was genera
pixels) was measured. Notice that the value for the maximum display size is ne
translation in x-direction.gradient inhibition is triggered for steps and narrow
ramps, thus decreasing Mach band strength. Wide
ramps generate smaller retinal responses at knee point
positions, and consequently smaller perceptual activities.
In addition, the gradient system predicted a shift of the
maximum to smaller ramp widths as the ramp contrast
was decreased (not shown). The activity of the gradient
brightness pathway Eq. (6) already follows the ‘‘invert-
ed-U’’ behavior of the bright Mach band, although with
a maximum shifted to smaller ramp widths (not shown).
Thus, the driving force in establishing the ‘‘inverted-U’’
behavior is non-gradient inhibition, and in addition
(though of minor importance) the increasing activity
ﬂux with narrow ramps.according to Ross et al., 1989. Data points were taken from Fig. 5 in Ross
rom 0 for a square wave to 0.5 for a triangular wave). Ramp widths were
048 pixel at minimum spatial frequency of 0.05 cycles per degree. Then, for
ted with Eq. (1) in Ross et al. (1989), and subsequently the ramp width (in
vertheless arbitrary, implying that the above data are deﬁned only up to a
Fig. 9. Mach bands with adjacent stimuli I. See Fig. 11 (right) for a sketch. Left: Psychophysically measured width of the dark Mach band with various
stimuli. Data from Fig. 5 in Ratliﬀ et al., 1983: an adjacent positive and negative bar (i.e., monophasic bars), and a bipolar or biphasic bar (all ±20%
contrast). The asterisk (control) refers to the condition without adjacent stimulus. Data from Pessoa, 1996a, Fig. 5, subject ‘‘LP’’: an adjacent half cusp
(15% contrast). The cross refers to the condition without half cusp stimulus. Right: Predictions from the gradient system (all ±20% contrast, t = 1000
iterations of Eq. (7)) for corresponding situations. All stimuli had 4 pixel width (except the half-cusp) and ±20% contrast with respect to the upper
luminance plateau. As in Fig. 8, the gradient system predicts the bright and the dark Mach band with equal strength because of Eq. (1).
Fig. 8. Prediction of the Inverted-U behavior by the gradient system. Curves in the left (right) graph demonstrate the shift of maximum Mach band
strength for diﬀerent values of gleak of Eqs. (1) and (2)—compare with Fig. 7, left. The simulations involved t = 2000 iterations of Eq. (7) for each data
point. The gradient system in its current form predicts the bright and the dark Mach band with equal strength because of Eq. (1).
7 To avoid any deformation of the luminance ramp by an adjacent
stimulus, a stimulus-speciﬁc oﬀset was added to the distance d indicated in
the plots of Figs. 9 and 10, respectively. The bar had zero oﬀset, and
extends from d to d + width. The half-cusp had zero oﬀset, and decayed
exponentially starting from d, with maximum amplitude one at d.
Similarly, the (full) cusp had amplitude 1 at d + 1 and 1 at d + 2, and
decayed exponentially to both sides. The Gaussian was centered at d + 3r
(i.e., oﬀset three), where it had amplitude one. Finally, the triangular
proﬁle was centered at d + support (amplitude 1), and linearly decays to
zero at d and d + 2 Æ support, respectively. Stimulus amplitudes were
scaled according to contrasts indicated in the graphs.
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Milkman, and Rennert (1983), and Pessoa (1996a),
studied interactions of Mach bands with adjacently
placed stimuli (see Fig. 11 (right) for a corresponding
sketch). Some of the original data of these authors are
shown on the left of Figs. 9 and 10, respectively. Ratliﬀ
et al. (1983), identiﬁed three important parameters of a
stimulus which inﬂuences the perceived strength of an
adjacent Mach band: proximity, contrast and sharpness.
Thus, a positive bar (brighter than the background), a
negative bar, a biphasic (or bipolar) bar with the same
area as the monophasic bar, and a half-cusp all attenuate
the adjacent Mach band perceived at the knee point of
the ramp (left graph in Fig. 9). Predictions from thegradient system7 for these data are shown in the right
graph of Fig. 9. The predictions were measured in terms
of strength rather than width of Mach bands, since
Fig. 10. Mach bands with adjacent stimuli II. See Fig. 11 (right) for a sketch. Left: Psychophysically measured width of the dark Mach band with adjacent
triangular stimulus (Ratliﬀ et al., 1983, Fig. 6). Enhancement of the Mach band is observed for short distances. Right: Predictions from the gradient
system (t = 1000 iterations of Eq. (7)) for triangular and Gaussian stimuli with positive and negative contrasts. The horizontal line corresponds to bright
Mach band strength without adjacent stimulus—data points above (below) this line indicate enhancement (attenuation). The maximum of enhancement
for the triangular stimulus (arrow) is predicted by the gradient system. See text and Fig. 9 for further details.
2668 M.S. Keil et al. / Vision Research 46 (2006) 2659–2674contrast and width are related (Ratliﬀ et al., 1983, p.
4555). Measuring the strength turned out to be easier
and far more precise given that gradient representations
are deﬁned on a grid. Our simulations predict the trends
of the psychophysical measurements: lower ‘‘plateaus’’
are present only in the case of the bars (up to two pixel
distance), but not with the cusps. In addition, nearly
identical attenuation is predicted for a full cusp stimulus.
In line with the data of Ratliﬀ et al. and Pessoa, the gra-
dient system reproduces the observation that the area of
any stimulus practically does not interfere with Mach
band attenuation (data not shown).
Ratliﬀ et al. (1983), found that ‘‘a truncated Gaussian
stimulus of the same area as an eﬀective bar stimulus is
ineﬀective,’’ which is also predicted by the gradient system
(not shown). However, the gradient system predicts a weak
interaction of the Mach band with a non-truncated Gauss-
ian (right graph in Fig. 10). In contrast to a sharp stimulus
(bar, cusp) which always causes attenuation by triggering
non-gradient inhibition, a non-truncated, negative Gauss-
ian can produce enhancement of the bright Mach band
as follows.
Let ramp-ON be the retinal ON-response which is gen-
erated by the luminance ramp at the upper knee point (the
bright Mach band is identiﬁed with ramp-ON). Recall that
non-gradient inhibition is activated when an ON-response
is nearby an OFF-response.
In a 1-D or proﬁle view, the negative Gaussian located
at the upper plateau generates a central retinal OFF-
response which is ﬂanked by two ON-responses (a ‘‘ON-
OFF-ON’’ pattern). Enhancement is observed because
Gauss-ON adds to ramp-ON, and since Gauss-OFF is
located too far from ramp-ON to trigger non-gradient
inhibition.Conversely, a positive, non-truncated Gaussian gener-
ates a ‘‘OFF-ON-OFF’’ response pattern. This means that
Gauss-OFF will be adjacent to ramp-ON, causing weak
non-gradient inhibition. As a consequence, the positive
Gaussian attenuates the bright Mach band.
Consider now a negative triangular-shaped stimulus at
the upper plateau, which generates a sharp, central OFF-
response which is ﬂanked by two sharp ON-responses (a
‘‘ON–OFF–ON’’ pattern). With this conﬁguration, a max-
imum in enhancement is predicted (arrow in Fig. 10, right)
when triangular-ON adds to ramp-ON without triggering
non-gradient inhibition. The prediction of the maximum
is consistent with the data of Ratliﬀ et al. (1983) (Fig. 10,
left). However, when shifting the triangular stimulus closer
to the bright Mach band, ramp-ON and the central trian-
gular-OFF will trigger non-gradient inhibition, thus caus-
ing attenuation of the Mach band. By contrast, moving
the triangular stimulus away from the bright band abolish-
es non-gradient inhibition, and reduces the overlap
between ramp-ON and triangular-ON (the Mach band gets
broader before splitting up in two separate ones).
With a positive triangular stimulus (‘‘OFF–ON–OFF’’)
non-gradient inhibition is always activated by triangular-
OFF and ramp-ON, leading to attenuation of the bright
band.
Fig. 11 shows predictions from the gradient system
when varying the contrast of a stimulus adjacent to the
bright Mach band. Distance was held constant. A depen-
dence on contrast polarity is seen for a Gaussian-shaped
stimulus and a triangular proﬁle, where enhancement is
predicted if they have an opposite contrast to the Mach
band. No such dependence is seen for a bar, a (full) cusp,
and a half cusp stimulus. In the latter case, attenuation is
predicted irrespective of contrast polarity. Attenuation
Fig. 12. Blurring a luminance ramp. Left: Psychophysical data for seeing Mach bands on low-pass ﬁltered trapezoids (Ross et al., 1989, Fig. 7). Right:
Predictions from the gradient system (t = 1000 iterations of Eq. (7)) for diﬀerent ramp widths (see legend).
luminance
(perceived)
brightness
bright Mach band
adjacent bar
attenuation
Fig. 11. Varying the contrast of adjacently placed stimuli Left: The graph shows the perceptual activity (t = 1000 iterations of Eq. (7)) at the position of the
bright Mach band as a function of contrast of adjacently placed stimuli (negative [positive] contrast values mean darker [brighter] stimuli). All stimuli were
placed at distance one to the Mach band (see Footnote 7). Right: Sketch of the ‘‘Mach band with adjacent stimulus’’ conﬁguration. Thick gray lines denote
luminance, and thin black lines (perceived) brightness. Top sketch shows a luminance ramp and corresponding brightness. Bottom sketch illustrates
attenuation of the bright Mach band by an adjacently placed negative bar. The arrow beneath the bar denotes the direction of increasing attenuation.
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not shown).
Ross et al. (1989), measured threshold contrasts for see-
ing Mach bands on low-pass ﬁltered trapezoids. These data
are shown on the left of Fig. 12, along with corresponding
predictions from the gradient system on the right. Mach
bands are predicted to decrease in strength with increasing
blur of the luminance ramp. This eﬀect can be attributed to
the high-pass characteristic of our retinal ganglion cells,
since increasing the degree of blurring generates smaller
response amplitudes at knee point positions.
3.3. Real-world images
With all results presented so far we emphasize that the
visual system actually evolved with real-world images. This
was also the driving force behind designing our model,
namely obtaining good gradient segmentation with real-
world images. Psychophysical data, where available, wereused to constrain our proposed neural circuitry. The capac-
ity for real-world image processing is demonstrated with
Figs. 13 and 14, with Fig. 3 showing some results of indi-
vidual stages. Segregation of luminance gradients can best
be seen in the left representation of Fig. 13: sharply bound-
ed luminance features (non-gradients) are attenuated, and
out of focus image features (like the vertical bar in the
background) are enhanced. In addition, a certain degree
of de-blurring and contrast enhancement could be
observed with respect to the original. Notice that a gradient
representation is triggered at the shoulder, but it is not
resolved by the displaying process. Subjecting the input
to Gaussian blurring with r = 2 transforms the entire lumi-
nance pattern into a non-linear gradient, thus triggering an
unspeciﬁc gradient representation for the entire image
(Fig. 13, second image).
One may argue that a diﬀerence-of-Gaussian ﬁlter (i.e.,
a band-pass) is more adequate than our Laplacian-like
receptive ﬁeld (i.e., high-pass, Section 2.1), because the
luminance (512 x 512 pixels) output at 500 iterations
Fig. 14. A further example of a real-world image. The left image is the input (size 512 · 512 pixels), and the right image the corresponding gradient
representation at 500 iterations (the image was slightly contrast enhanced to improve visualization). Gradient formation is impeded in image regions with
branches (upper part and lower left part). In contrast, the bridge is segregated because of the superimposed shading patterns. The small cascade is blurred
in the original image, and consequently is represented as well. Notice that all real-world images which we used as input were taken with cameras.
Therefore, they are already blurred to some degree as a consequence of the point spread function of the camera’s lens. Some further examples with real-
world images can be found in Keil (2006).
not blurred blurred with σ=2 band-pass, σ=2
Fig. 13. Perceptual activity for real-world images. Real-world image processing is demonstrated with a standard test image (256 · 256 pixel, originals are
shown in Fig. 3). The images show the perceptual activity after 500 iterations (i.e., gradient representations) with numbers indicating maximum activity
values. The second image shows the gradient representation for a Gaussian-blurred input (r = 2). For the last image, the input was the same as for the ﬁrst
image, but the Laplacian-like receptive ﬁeld which we use as front-end was replaced by a diﬀerence-of-Gaussian ﬁlter (Gaussian standard deviations:
center rcent = 2 pixel, surround rsurr = 1.66 · rcent pixel).
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array is always slightly blurred as a consequence of the
eye’s optics (Vos, Walraven, & van Meeteren, 1976). The
size of the eye’s point spread function, and thus visual acu-
ity, is known to depend on various factors. Examples of
these factors are the pupil diameter (aﬀecting diﬀraction
vs. aberrations), the overall light level (aﬀecting the adapta-
tion state), or the area of the retina which is stimulated
(since receptive ﬁeld sizes and properties change with
eccentricity, e.g., Carrasco, McElree, Denisova, & Giord-
ano, 2003). Hence, an adequate modeling of the eye’s point
spread function has to take into account not only these
properties, but in addition information processing of the
retina. Center-surround mechanisms can act to sharpen
neural activity distributions (Grossberg & Marshall, 1989;
Pessoa et al., 1995) by means of the iceberg eﬀect (Creutz-
feld, Innocenti, & Brooks, 1974) (re-sharpening may occur
for separated distributions, and is possible until they obey
Rayleigh’s criterion).How does the gradient system behave when taking
into account the eye’s point spread function? If we blur
the input image, the result is clear, since low-pass ﬁlter-
ing transforms the input into a non-linear luminance gra-
dient, what triggers an unspeciﬁc gradient representation
for the entire image (Fig. 3, bottom row and Fig. 13,
second image). If we opted to replace our Laplacian-like
receptive ﬁeld by a diﬀerence-of-Gaussian or band-pass
ﬁlter, then for a small band-pass ﬁlter (with a small cen-
ter blurring constant), gradient representations are very
similar to those which are obtained with the Laplacian-
like receptive ﬁeld but blurring the input image by the
same amount as before the center of the band-pass
(not shown). The situation changes for bigger band-pass
kernels, as obvious by comparing the second and the
third image in Fig. 13. The gradient representation is
somewhat de-blurred compared to the low-pass ﬁltered
input, but spatial accuracy is severely diminished with
the big band-pass kernel, because spurious gradient rep-
8 Pessoa (1996a, 1996b), identiﬁed three diﬀerent model categories for
explaining Mach bands, namely (i) feature-based (Mach bands are
interpreted as lines, e.g., Tolhurst, 1992; Morrone & Burr, 1988; du Buf
& Fischer, 1995), (ii) rule-based (retinal responses are mapped to
brightness by a ﬁxed set of rules, e.g., Watt & Morgan, 1985; Kingdom
& Moulden, 1992; McArthur & Moulden, 1999), and (iii) ﬁlling-in (where
brightness percepts are generated by the neural spread of activity within
ﬁlling-in compartments). The one-dimensional model of Pessoa et al.
(1995), is the only ﬁlling-in type model which oﬀers an explanation of
Mach bands. Our approach suggests that Mach bands are produced
during the generation of representations for linear luminance gradients.
Hence, it does not ﬁt in any of these categories.
9 Pessoa simulated only one scale, and changed two parameter values
with respect to the original model (see footnote 4 on p. 435 in Pessoa,
1996a).
10 The (one-dimensional) multi-scale line/edge-detection model of du Buf
(1994), du Buf and Fischer (1995), involves two processing steps (analysis
and reconstruction). First of all, line and edge features are detected as
stable events in a continuous scale space. Stable features are then encoded
by their position, polarity, scale, and amplitude. In other words, the
output of the ﬁrst processing step is a symbolical or syntactical description
of features. A brightness map is created subsequently by non-linearly
summing error functions (representing edges), Gaussians (representing
lines), and low-pass information (representing global and local brightness
levels). All three representative features (=error functions, Gaussian, low-
pass information) must be accordingly parameterized by using the
information from the feature detection step.
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which were absent from the input).
However, we believe that low-pass ﬁltering the image is
more at issue for organisms than incorporating it in our
model. By always blurring the input image (or by substitut-
ing our Laplacian-like receptive ﬁeld with a small band-
pass) we would decrease resolution for no obvious reason
(unless we would have to deal with inputs degraded by
noise). We would furthermore have to re-calibrate model
parameters such that the gradient system does not loose
its ability to distinguish between gradients and non-gradi-
ent features (the inﬂuence of changing the relevant param-
eters is shown with Fig. 8). Non-gradient features are
assumed to trigger representations of object surfaces (Keil,
2003). The brain must accomplish a similar adaptation to
segregate gradients from surfaces with blurred inputs,
and it seems that it actually disposes of corresponding
mechanisms (Webster, Georgeson, & Webster, 2002).
4. Discussion and conclusions
Luminance gradients are, along with surfaces, prevailing
constituents of real-world scenes, and may have their origin
in, for example, shading, focal blur, or penumbral blur
(Elder & Zucker, 1998). We argue that, to establish unam-
biguous surface representations, gradient representations
and surface representations should coexist in the visual sys-
tem. This would have the advantage that gradient represen-
tations could be recruited or ignored by downstream
processes for object recognition.
Based on the latter idea we presented a novel theory on
Mach band formation and monocular gradient representa-
tion in the primate visual system, where we only considered
foveal vision, and interactions between nearest neighbors.
According to our theory, Mach bands are perceived
because clamped sources and sinks have a diﬀerent spatial
layout than the original luminance proﬁle—a linear lumi-
nance gradient. Clamped sources and sinks correspond to
initially perceived brightness and darkness, respectively.
As a consequence of layout diﬀerences, a gradient represen-
tation is explicitly generated. During the course of genera-
tion, clamped sources and sinks constitute salient
perceptual features. This saliency over the actual perceived
gradient leads to the perception of Mach bands. Our model
accordingly makes the claim that perceptual saliency
depends on two parameters. These parameters are the
amplitude of perceptual activity on the one hand, and rel-
ative duration or persistence of perceptual activity at diﬀer-
ent positions during an active generation process on the
other.
Our theory is corroborated by successfully predicting
available psychophysical data on Mach bands. For exam-
ple, the prediction of the ‘‘inverted-U’’ behavior results
as a consequence of suppressing sharply bounded (or
non-gradient) features in order to enhance luminance gra-
dients. The latter mechanism therefore assigns an impor-
tant functional role to the suggestion of Ratliﬀ et al.(1983), who assumed that it is the high spatial frequency
content of an adjacent stimulus which is responsible for
the attenuation of Mach bands. This is diﬀerent from other
modeling approaches, which often deem Mach bands as an
artifact of some underlying neural circuitry.8
For example, the (one-dimensional) multi-scale ﬁlling-in
model of Pessoa et al. (1995), predicts that Mach bands
occur as a result of non-ampliﬁed boundary activity, which
traps brightness activity at corresponding positions.
Pessoa and colleagues successfully simulated data of the
dependency of Mach bands on spatial frequency (‘‘invert-
ed-U’’-behavior’’), and data of Mach band strength vs.
low-pass-ﬁltered luminance ramps. The latter model9 also
predicted data on Mach bands with adjacent half-cusps
and bars, respectively (Pessoa, 1996a). Nevertheless, no
simulations with Gaussian or triangular stimuli were
presented. Unlike the present approach, in the approach
of Pessoa et al. (1995), information about gradients and
surfaces is combined within one single representation.
Doing so, however, can conﬂict with the objective of
obtaining homogeneously ﬁlled-in surfaces (Neumann,
Pessoa, & Hansen, 2001).
How are Mach bands generated in typical multi-scale
approaches? For example, in the approach of du Buf
(1994); du Buf and Fischer (1995), Mach bands are
explained as detected lines at ﬁner scales, whereas the ramp
is encoded at bigger scales.10 Whereas du Buf and Fischer’s
model involve a ‘‘syntactical’’ description of an image in
terms of lines and edges, the gradient system distinguishes
between gradients and non-gradients. Non-gradient
features are further interpreted by two in parallel
operating systems which create representations of texture
patterns (deﬁned as ﬁne-scale even-symmetric luminance
2672 M.S. Keil et al. / Vision Research 46 (2006) 2659–2674conﬁgurations) and object surfaces (deﬁned as ﬁne-scale
odd-symmetric luminance conﬁgurations) (Keil, 2003).
The representation of features by ﬁlters with large receptive
ﬁelds (e.g. Gabor functions) generally implies some loss in
spatial accuracy in corresponding representations, as
opposed to the gradient system, which fully preserves
accuracy.
The (two-dimensional) model of McArthur and Moul-
den (1999), explains Mach bands as some consequence of
a feature scanning procedure which is applied to retinal
responses. Nevertheless, neither du Buf (1994), nor McAr-
thur and Moulden (1999), presented simulations of Mach
band interactions with adjacent stimuli, nor simulations
of the ‘‘inverted-U’’-behavior’’ (although du Buf, 1994 suc-
cessfully predicted the data of Mach band strength vs. low-
pass-ﬁltered luminance ramps, and du Buf and Fischer’s
model can be expected to explain the ‘‘inverted-U’’
behavior).
We addressed the full set of stimuli adjacent to Mach
bands from Ratliﬀ et al. (1983), with the gradient system,
and obtained consistent results. We also followed the sug-
gestion of Pessoa (1996a), who proposed that any model
for explaining Mach bands should explain attenuation with
an adjacent cusp and half cusp, respectively. Again we
obtained results which are consistent with psychophysical
data. As a novelty, our model predicted that a high-con-
trast Gaussian-shaped stimulus with opposite (equal) con-
trast of an adjacent Mach band could enhance (attenuate)
the Mach band (Fig. 11).
Though at ﬁrst sight it seems that usual models for
brightness perception explain more brightness data, one
must keep in mind that the gradient system complements
representations of object surfaces. This implies that bright-
ness data are now redivided onto two distinct classes,
namely surface-speciﬁc data and gradient-speciﬁc data.
The gradient system as it stands predicts in addition to
Mach bands also data on Chevreul’s illusion, a variant of
the Ehrenstein disk (Keil, 2006), and the glowing diagonals
which are perceived with a luminance pyramid.
Although we made no commitment on the time scale of
gradient generation, the model’s scale can be set to submil-
liseconds, what would make it fast enough for real-time
processing. We expect that the proposed processes proceed
at comparative time scales as ﬁlling-in processes for surface
segregation and the creation of surface representations,
respectively, with similar limitations: ﬁlling-in of surfaces
depends on surface size, and is rather sluggish (Davey,
Maddess, & Srinivasan, 1998; De Weerd, Desimone, &
Ungerleider, 1998; Paradiso & Hahn, 1996; Paradiso &
Nakayama, 1991; Rossi & Paradiso, 1996). In our model,
reaching a steady-state is not crucial to achieve functional
monotony between luminance and brightness, as suggested
by Fig. 6. The examples with real-world camera images we
presented (256 · 256, and 512 · 512 pixels, respectively)
were both evaluated at 500 iterations (Figs. 13 and 14,
respectively). The fact that both results show reasonable
gradient segregations despite of diﬀerent sizes may reﬂecta property of natural images (although a bigger set of test
images has to be examined). Put another way, we hypoth-
esize that most gradients in natural images are non-linear
ones, which, in our model, only need to be ampliﬁed, but
not explicitly generated (well-known exceptions are of
course the Mach bands that are perceived at the penumbra
of cast shadows). The situation is diﬀerent for linear gradi-
ents, where luminance gradients need to be created actively,
and the spatial properties of this process depend on image
size. This size dependency for linear gradients is reﬂected in
the ‘‘inverted-U’’ behavior of Mach bands.
In the brain, gradient representations as generated by
the gradient system could be interpreted in a straightfor-
ward fashion: non-zero activities in the gradient map iden-
tify regions of luminance gradients in the currently viewed
scene. This corresponds to a bottom-up hypothesis, which
is quickly available to higher level mechanisms that try to
ﬁnd the most likely interpretation in combination with dif-
ferent feature maps coexisting with gradient maps, for
example surface representations. During the course of
making perception and interpretation consistent, represen-
tation maps may be modiﬁed by feedback from down-
stream areas, or attention (Lee, Mumford, Romero, &
Lamme, 1998). Both, feedback and attentional mecha-
nisms, could locally suppress or enhance activities in repre-
sentation maps. Therefore, gradient representations can be
understood as to augment the set of symbolic descriptors of
the retinal image in terms of lines, edges, surfaces, and
gradients.
Rather than providing a luminance channel ‘‘in the classi-
cal sense’’ (i.e., a channel transmitting somehow the absolute
level of luminance), gradient maps may in fact aid to solve
luminance anchoring, for instance according to the recently
proposed ‘‘Blurred-Highest-Luminance-As-White’’ rule
(Hong & Grossberg, 2004). Nevertheless the absolute level
of luminance cannot be recovered by the gradient system.
It would be interesting to see if neurons could be found in
the visual system of primates which preferentially respond to
luminance gradients. Speciﬁcally, such neurons should
reveal diﬀerences in response dynamics when foveally
stimulated with linear and non-linear luminance gradients,
respectively. By contrast, such neurons should reveal weaker
responses when stimulated with sharply bounded luminance
features, such as lines, bars, or edges, and responses should
be correlated with the degree of stimulus blur.
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